How to Make a Homemade Rocket
By Tim Post adapted from a design by Jimmy Yawn
Materials Needed:
	Body Tube 

Nose Cone
	Elmer’s glue or similar

¾” dowel 1 inch long
1 small eyebolt (available in the hardware section at Lowe’s)
A small piece of sandpaper (80 grit or rougher preferred)
	Center punch

Attaching the Nosecone
Note: Both your body tube and your nosecone should be dry before undertaking this task.
If you did not roll your body tube perfectly straight, find the side where the paper is sticking out a bit. This is the side we will use for the nosecone. Use sand paper only going in one direction to make your nose cone look like the picture below
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Place nose cone on the body tube and leave a mark where the cone is touching the body tube (aim lower than you think because you can always cut more off.) Cut the nose cone evenly across where you left the mark
Put the end of your body tube into the nosecone and hold it in place. Look through the back of the body tube. You should be able to see the point of the nosecone. Move the nosecone around until the point looks like it is in the middle of the circle made by the body tube. When the point of the nosecone is exactly in the center of the circle, your nosecone will be on straight.
Put a large bead of glue around the edge of the body tube (Think! Will the glue be touching the nosecone when you put it on?) Put the body tube back into the nosecone and make sure it is centered. Now look around the outside of the body tube where it touches the nosecone. Can you see glue all the way around, or do you see gaps? If there are gaps take the nosecone off and put more glue on the body tube and try again.
Let the glue dry.

Step 5: Cutting the Nosecone Off of the Body Tube:
Measure ¾” down on your body tube and leave mark. Mr Williamson will be cutting on the line using the band saw. To create this 
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Step 6: The Plug
Collect the 1” by ¾” dowel to use as the plug. Use center punch to leave indent in center of dowel
Screw the eyebolt into the plug as tightly as possible.
Put a bead of glue around the end of the plug away from the eyebolt and insert it into the nosecone. You want most of the plug sticking out, only push it in far enough for the glue to stick to the paper. Let the glue dry.
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